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In this authoritative, lively book, the celebrated Italian novelist and philosopher Umberto Eco
presents a learned summary of medieval aesthetic ideas. Juxtaposing theology and science,
poetry and mysticism, Eco explores the relationship that existed between the aesthetic theories
and the artistic experience and practice of medieval culture. “[A] delightful study. . . . [Eco’s]
remarkably lucid and readable essay is full of contemporary relevance and informed by the
energies of a man in love with his subject.” —Robert Taylor, Boston Globe“The book lays out so
many exciting ideas and interesting facts that readers will find it gripping.” —Washington Post
Book World “A lively introduction to the subject.” —Michael Camille, The Burlington Magazine“If
you want to become acquainted with medieval aesthetics, you will not find a more scrupulously
researched, better written (or better translated), intelligent and illuminating introduction than
Eco’s short volume.” —D. C. Barrett, Art Monthly

"[A] delightful study. . . . His remarkably lucid and readable essay is full of contemporary
relevance and informed by the energies of a man in love with his subject."—Robert Taylor,
Boston Globe"A model of what a historical survey should be."—Richard J. Morris, Los Angeles
Times"This survey of the aesthetics off medieval Latin civilization . . . reveals the insight and
eloquence that would later gain him worldwide fame after the release of his novel, The Name of
the Rose."—Alida Beccker, Philadelphia Inquirer"An original and illuminating synthesis of
disciplines usually treated separately."—Sunday Times"The book lays out so many exciting
ideas and interesting facts that readers will find it gripping."―Washington Post Book
World"Fresh and useful in this highly readable translation. . . . A brief but accurate introduction to
a vast field."―Library Journal"For as complex as this book is, it is written lucidly and engagingly
and gets its points across in a concise and interesting manner."—Patricia L. Kleeberger, Art
Documentation"This study stands by itself as a monograph on the development of the aesthetic
principles and problems that engaged the Schoolmen from the sixth through the 15th century.
More than a history of theory, this essay is an absorbing synthesis of theology, science, poetry,
and mysticism with artistic theory and practice—providing comprehensive insight into medieval
culture."—Choice"Some original insights into an era that was previously regarded by many as
devoid of aesthetic ideals and criteria."—Kirkus Reviews"A welcome paperback edition of a
translation first published in 1986 of the original Sviluppo dell'estetica medievale."—
Manuscripta"Offer[s] as good a general introduction to medieval aesthetics and art theory as
one is likely to find in English. . . . The book is filled . . . with quite wonderful material."―Russell
Peck, The Baltimore Morning SunFrom the Back Cover"[A] delightful study. . . . [Eco's]
remarkably lucid and readable essay is full of contemporary relevance and informed by the
energies of a man in love with his subject." Robert Taylor, Boston Globe "The book lays out so



many exciting ideas and interesting facts that readers will find it gripping."  Washington Post
Book World "A lively introduction to the subject." Michael Camille, The Burlington Magazine "If
you want to become acquainted with medieval aesthetics, you will not find a more scrupulously
researched, better written (or better translated), intelligent and illuminating introduction than
Eco's short volume." D. C. Barrett, Art Monthly "A model of what a historical survey should
be." Richard J. Morris, Los Angeles Times "This survey of the aesthetics of medieval Latin
civilization. . . reveals the insight and eloquence that would later gain [Eco] worldwide fame after
the release of his novel, The Name of the Rose." Alida Becker, Philadelphia Inquirer "An
interesting and thought-provoking volume well worth reading for its original ideas as well as for
the aspects shed on art and beauty during that time." The Oxford Times "Offer[s] as good a
general introduction to medieval aesthetics and art theory as one is likely to find in English. . . .
The book is filled. . . with quite wonderful material." Russell Peck, Baltimore Morning Sun "This
is a sober and learned study which can be recommended as a lucid exposition of alien ways of
thinking." Nicholas Penny, London Review of Books "More than a history of theory, this essay is
an absorbing synthesis of theology, science, poetry, and mysticism with artistic theory and
practice providing comprehensive insight into medieval culture." Choice "A quarry of valuable
material to be borne away in manageable pieces, each of which is to be examined in detail so
that the complexities it suggests can be traced and explored." Diane Collinson, British Journal
of Aesthetics "An original and illuminating synthesis of disciplines usually treated
separately." Sunday TimesAbout the AuthorUmberto Eco is the author of many books, including
The Name of the Rose, Foucault’s Pendulum, Experiences in Translation, and The Island of the
Day Before. Read more
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benjamin, “The Beauty of God. This is a fascinating and enjoyable survey of the approaches to
and embodiments of beauty in the Middle Ages through the 13th century, which is when the
Middle Ages gave way to the High Middle Ages (which culminated - or bottomed out, depending
on how you look at it - in the Protestant Reformations). Great theologians and mystics such as
St. Thomas Aquinas and St. Bernard of Clairvaux are dealt with, as well as lesser figures such
as Hugh of St. Victor and Abbot Suger. Theology and mysticism, architecture and music,
science, philosophy and even love poetry are brought together as Eco paints (no pun intended)
a highly detailed exposition of the ways in which beauty shaped the lives of those in the
medieval era.It is, in many ways, a tour through a land that is as strange as it is wonderful. The
entire world - every created thing - was, early on, *seen* as a symbol that was to be read just as
the Bible was read: with a sense that it existed not just as it was, but as something beyond itself
too, pointing ultimately to God, for God had created it. Nature is understood to be what
sociologists and philosophers would now call "enchanted": filled with mystery, depth, existential
and metaphysical meaning. The rise of Aristotelian metaphysics (re: science and philosophy as
a single entity - they weren't separated back then) is what eventually quashed this such that the
world was no longer see as a cosmic spiritual thing so much as a created thing that could be
studied as having its own laws. St. Thomas Aquinas, "the Angelic Doctor", did much to push this
view and it eventually one out. The medieval era looks curiously modern in this regard.Although
the rise of Aristotelianism may have done much to encourage the development of what is now
called "modern science", there were other forces at work, particularly those of stone and glass:
the medieval churches. In France, in the 12th century, a priest named Suger designed and
oversaw the building of the greatest church of the medieval era: the cathedral of St. Denis. St.
Denis is today known as Pseudo-Dionysius, a 5th or 6th century monk whose writings were
written under the name of Dionysius the Aeropagite, the first convert of St. Paul. Denis/
Dionysius's mystical writings on the light of God were heavily influential on Abbot Suger and as
he designed the cathedral, he saw to it that the stained glass and windows allowed the light to
filter into the building such that the very experience of the aesthetics would be like an ecstatic
experience of God.This brought him into conflict with St. Bernard of Clairvaux, "the Difficult
Saint", who is best known for his four-volume commentary on the Song of Songs. Bernard was
unarguably the greatest and most influential figure of the 12th century, and he thought that the
great burst of enthusiasm for aesthetics in Abbot Suger's cathedral was perilously close to
idolatry. In a certain sense, neither figure won this dispute for the beauty of cathedrals has been
with us ever since, without the highly developed sense of theological aesthetics articulated by
Abbot Suger being understood by those who marveled in - and at - the cathedrals as "houses for
God".And yet, the vision of beauty permeated theological and mystical writings that dealt with
the vision of God and the resurrection of the dead. The very notion of beauty was found
throughout much of medieval thought - which was oftentimes theologically rooted, but not



always - and it is to Eco's credit that he can so deftly maneuver between theological and
philosophical writings on the one hand, and their embodiment in architecture on the other. The
vision of God was the summit of the medieval spiritual journey, and this even resulted in the
painting of pictures of Jesus as being physically beautiful - a sign of no small level of
devotion.This book is a fascinating read whose short length is by no means matched for its
insight and familiarity with both primary and secondary sources. Students of history (whether
sociological or intellectual), theology and mysticism, and art will benefit from the lucid work.
Casual readers will benefit from it as well, and likely find themselves looking at light - and all that
it brings to sight - just a little differently as a result of reading it.”

Frank Martin, “Umberto Eco's masterful work essentially provides arguments for how the ....
Umberto Eco's masterful work essentially provides arguments for how the period referred to as
the Middle Ages develops through the investigation of human consciousness and scholarly
documentation demonstrating a gradual transition into the sensibilities that will undergird the
Renaissance. The shift from the aesthetic foundations of St. Augustine through the Aristotelian
influences upon St. Thomas Aquinas is of special note...with post-Aristotelianism and a
resurgence of extromissionist perceptual theory....and its inherent return to Neo-Platonist
conflations with Christian theological thinking....providing the basis for the intellectual revolution
and its subject-centered restructuring of awareness leading to Renaissance reorganizations of
medieval aesthetic commitments.”

marianne david, “It serves my purpose, which is to get information .... It serves my purpose,
which is to get information about perceptions of beauty in the Middle Ages, providing me with a
fair amount of information.”

Tony S., “Four Stars. This is an historical review”

Ebottone, “tHIS NICE PICTURE IS FROM THE tRÈS rICHES hOURS FROM jEAN. tHIS NICE
PICTURE IS FROM THE tRÈS rICHES hOURS FROM jEAN, DUQUE OF BERRY. tHIS IS A
PRECIOUS BOOK BECAUSE IT SHOWS YOU ANOTHER WAY OF LEARNING ABOUT
MIDDLE AGES”

David Claessen, “Five Stars. Great Product. Great Service!!”

The book by Umberto Eco has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 45 people have provided feedback.
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